Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. 
The AAV is an integral member of this combined arms team which is going to achieve victory in the war on terror. Maintaining and growing this capability is vital to the success of the Corps in the future.
Enhanced Company Operations Operations
The AAV community is comfortable operating in small independent units. Platoons routinely operate autonomously from their parent company. The AAV platoon commander is trained to be an independent thinker and to support his respective infantry company; likewise, each section leader and vehicle commander is trained similarly. The AAV community must continue this trend and begin operating in sections independently from each other 2 James T. Maneuver across open terrain without roads will not only shorten distances created by winding roads, it will also, in many cases, increase the speed at which maneuver units can move.
The ability to travel without roads not only shrinks the battlespace, it keeps the Marines unpredictable and gives the enemy a hard target. 
